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Abstract

The LIGO/Virgo Collaboration (LVC) recently reported the detection of GW190814, a merger of a -
+ M23 0.9

1.0

primary black hole (BH), and a -
+ M2.6 0.08

0.08 secondary. The secondary’s mass falls into the mass gap regime,
which refers to the scarcity of compact objects in the mass range of 2–5 M . The first clue to the formation of
GW190814 lies in the fact that the primary is a very massive BH. We suggest that the secondary was born as a
neutron star (NS) where a significant amount of the supernova ejecta mass from its formation remained bound to
the binary due to the presence of the massive BH companion. The bound mass forms a circumbinary accretion
disk, and its accretion onto the NS created a mass gap object. In this scenario, LIGO/Virgo will only detect mass
gap objects in binary mergers with an extreme mass ratio. We also predict a correlation between the mass of the
secondary and the mass of the primary in such asymmetric mergers. Our model can be tested with future data from
the LVC’s third observing run.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: LIGO (920); Astrophysical black holes (98); Supernova remnants (1667);
Neutron stars (1108); Stellar remnants (1927); Compact objects (288); Ejecta (453); Supernovae (1668)

1. Introduction

The LIGO/Virgo Collaboration (LVC) announced the
detection of GW190814 (Abbott et al. 2020), a compact binary
merger with three unusual characteristics. First, the secondary
compact object has a mass of about -

+ M2.6 0.08
0.08 that lies in the

mass gap regime. The mass gap term refers to the scarcity of
black holes (BHs) in the mass range 2–5 M , which is
suggested to exist in nature based on the observations of BHs
in low-mass X-ray binaries (Özel et al. 2010; Farr et al. 2011).
Regardless of whether this mass gap object is a neutron star
(NS) or a BH, GW190814 is the first robust detection of an
object in the mass gap range.

The second unusual fact about GW190814 is that its primary
component is a massive BH with a mass of -

+ M23 0.9
1.0 . Such an

extreme low mass ratio binary (q=0.11) would be difficult to
account for in the main formation scenarios of binary compact
objects. Broadly speaking, compact objects could be assembled
either dynamically in dense stellar systems such as globular
clusters (e.g., Portegies Zwart et al. 2004; Chatterjee et al.
2017; Antonini et al. 2018; Rodriguez et al. 2018; Gupta et al.
2020), or through binary stellar evolution in the field (e.g.,
Flannery & van den Heuvel 1975; Belczynski et al. 2002;
Dominik et al. 2012; Zaldarriaga et al. 2017; Gerosa et al.
2018; Bavera et al. 2019). The dynamical assembly would not
naturally yield a highly asymmetric mass ratio binary due to
mass segregation in dense stellar environments. Formation of
asymmetric binary black holes (BBHs) would also be
suppressed in field binaries as processes such as mass transfer
tend to equalize the mass of each compact object.

Third, the merger rate of a GW190814-type class of binaries
is estimated to be between 1 and 23 yr−1 Gpc−3. This high
merger rate is only mildly less than the merger rate of BBHs
with equal masses (Abbott et al. 2019).

The mass gap object in GW190814 could be either formed
by merging two NSs (in fact, the remnant of GW170817 lies in
this mass range; see Abbott et al. 2017) or by a modification of
the supernova (SN) engine model to allow the formation of
objects in this mass range (Fryer et al. 2012). The formation of

a mass gap object alone is not enough to account for this
system, and a successful model has to account for the merging
of the mass gap object with a massive BH. Scenarios in which
two NSs first merge to form a mass gap object, and the product
itself merges with another BH are extremely rare in dense
environments. An alternative scenario involving wide hier-
archical quadruple systems was suggested by Safarzadeh et al.
(2020), and variants of this scenario followed (e.g., Fragione
et al. 2020). However, none of these proposed channels can
account for the high merger rate of the GW190814 class of
binary mergers. Attempts to account for such mergers by
modifying the SN engine model still resulted in an order of
magnitude lower merger rate than needed to account for
GW190814, making this formation channel unlikely (Zevin
et al. 2020). Moreover, Vattis et al. (2020) show that a
primordial BH origin for the mass gap object in GW190814 is
unlikely. While such objects can form through accretion in
active galactic nucleus disks, their formation rate is highly
uncertain (Yang et al. 2020).
In this Letter, we suggest an alternative channel capable of

reproducing GW190814-type mergers. We show that it is
possible to retain a large fraction of SN-mass ejecta bound to
the binary due to the presence of a massive BH in the system.
In this scenario, an SN explosion first forms an NS, and a large
fraction of the ejecta mass remains bound to the binary and
forms a circumbinary accretion disk. The NS will accrete from
the accretion disk and transition into becoming a mass gap
object.
The structure of this Letter is as follows. In Section 2 we

describe the requirement for ejecta mass trapping in a binary
system. In Section 3 we discuss the caveats of our model, and
in Section 4 we summarize our results and main conclusions.

2. Bound Ejecta Mass

Gravitational-wave emission from a compact binary object
leads to a merger of the binary’s components on a timescale
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(Peters 1964)
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where M1 and M2 are the mass of the primary and secondary
compact objects, and a is the semimajor axis. A binary with
characteristics similar to GW190814 will merge within a
Hubble time if its initial separation is less than about 20 R
(Jani & Loeb 2020) in the absence of eccentricity. Population
synthesis models suggest two distinct channels that can lead to
the formation of GW190814 (Zevin et al. 2020). In the first
channel (labeled A), two phases of mass transfer take place,
and after ∼10Myr the binary consists of a 21.6 M BH in orbit
around a 7.7 M He star with an orbital separation of 1.1 au.
Following the SN explosion of the He star, a 3 M compact
object is formed. This event results in a highly eccentric orbit
with separation a=0.65 au and an eccentricity of e=0.99,
which merges in 14 Myr. This particular example was chosen
to illustrate a system that merges within a Hubble time, while
binaries that do not get into an eccentric orbit are common. We
note that Zevin et al. (2020) adopt a delayed SN prescription to
be able to form mass gap objects. In their second formation
channel (labeled B), it is the mass gap object that forms first,
and at t=8.3 Myr the system consists of a 3 M mass gap
object in orbit around a 23.4 M He star at separation
a=0.02 au, leading to a merger within about ∼4 Myr. It is
channel A that dominates the formation of GW190814-like
systems. However, since both formation channels lead to a
merger within tens of Myr, we adopt a maximum separation
between the progenitor He star and the primary BH to be less
than about ~ R4 such that the binary merges on a similar
timescale.

We note that the examples presented in Zevin et al. (2020),
which merge within tens of Myr, do not represent a typical
merging timescale of their GW190814-like binaries. In fact,
most of their GW190814-like binaries have extremely large
separations and only merge within a Hubble time due to their
eccentricity. Since we do not incorporate eccentricity, our
binaries have to be on a tighter orbit to merge within a Hubble
time. If the predictions of our model come true in light of the
LIGO/Virgo third-observing-run data, this work could guide
population synthesis models to adjust their parameters to
account for this model.

We assume that the secondary is born as an NS. The
progenitor of the NS is a He star, as its hydrogen envelope is
stripped through a mass transfer phase. The NS mass depends
on the pre-SN mass of the He star. A detailed study of the
relation between the remnant mass of the NSs from the
explosion of He stars was performed by Ertl et al. (2020). NSs
with a gravitational mass of about 1.4 M have pre-SN
progenitors with a mass between 3 and 7 M (see their Figure
15, top panel). A pre-SN mass in that range is the outcome of
He stars with an initial mass below  M10 . Moreover, the
explosive energy for such pre-SN masses ranges between 0.1
and 1×1051 erg s−1 (see the top left panel in their Figure 14).

A fraction of the ejecta material (the difference between the
pre-SN mass and the final remnant mass) in the final SN
explosion leading to the formation of an NS can remain bound
to the binary. This is a result of the presence of a massive BH
companion in orbit around the pre-SN progenitor star. The

fraction of bound ejecta mass depends on several parameters.
First, the more massive the companion is, the larger the fraction
of the supernova ejecta is that will remain bound to the system.
Moreover, the separation between the massive BH and the He
star, the density and velocity profile of the ejecta, and the
explosion energy of the SN are a few other parameters that
influence the bound mass fraction. If enough material remains
bound to the binary, this material can get accreted onto the
newly born NS increasing its mass into the mass gap regime. If
this is the main formation channel for GW190814-like sources,
we expect to find mass gap objects mainly in the company of
very massive BHs. This channel would predict that the mass of
the mass gap object should correlate with the mass of its BH
companion, transitioning from an NS mass range to a mass gap
BH with increasing mass of its companion BH.
We follow the formalism presented in Suzuki & Maeda

(2017) for the SN-mass ejecta density and velocity profile,
which is based on the results of Truelove & McKee (1999).
The ejecta is assumed to expand in a spherical and homologous
fashion, with the velocity profile at time t given by

⎧⎨⎩( ) ( )=
<


v t R
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v t R
,
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2
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where vej denotes the maximum velocity of the ejecta. The
ejecta is assumed to be composed of two components, one with
a shallow and the other with a steep density gradient for the
inner and outer regions, respectively. The density structures are
modeled in terms of a power-law function of the velocity,
ρ∝v−m for the inner and ρ∝v− n for the outer ejecta. The
mass density profile is described as follows:
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with a numerical factor fl given by
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The integration of ( )p rR t R4 ,2 over the radius R from 0 to vt
gives the mass M(v) of the ejecta traveling at velocities slower
than v,
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The parameter wc indicates the location of the interface
between the inner and outer ejecta in the velocity coordinate,
which we set to a value=1.
When the SN explosion takes place, the ejecta with a

velocity less than the escape velocity of the system will remain
bound to the binary and form a circumbinary accretion disk.
The escape velocity of the ejecta depends on the companion
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BH mass and semimajor axis of the binary,
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For GW190814, we assume a maximum binary separation of
R4 and a BH mass of about M23 .
Figure 1 shows the fraction of the total ejecta mass that will

remain bound to the binary in the presence of the massive BH.
We assume channel A in Zevin et al. (2020) in which a massive
BH is already formed, and the secondary progenitor makes an
NS through an SN explosion. The solid lines in the left panel of
Figure 1 show the amount of bound mass at a given ejecta
mass, assuming a constant density profile with slopes
m=n=2. Each solid line refers to a specific separation
between the BH and the pre-SN object. For example, if the SN
explosion takes place when the BH and the pre-SN object have
a solar radii separation, about 1 M of material will remain
bound to the binary if the ejecta mass is » M1.5 (blue line).
The dashed lines show the same results, but assuming a
shallower inner density profile for the ejecta. The right panel
shows the same as the left panel, but assuming the explosion
energy of = -E 10 erg sSN

51 1.
We explicitly explore the role of companion BH mass on the

bound fraction of the ejecta material. The left panel of Figure 2
shows the results assuming 2 M of ejecta material with an
explosion energy of -10 erg s50 1 and different separations
between the pre-SN He star and the BH. About half of the
ejecta material can remain bound to the binary if the companion
BH has a mass of 20 M with separations in the range 1–2 R .
The bound mass depends on many parameters. For example,
the ejecta profile plays an important role, though decreasing in
its significance for small orbital separations. Moreover, large

explosion energy, as shown in the right panel of Figure 2, could
reduce the bound fraction.
Can the NS accrete about 1 M of the bound ejecta material

before it merges with its massive companion BH? The
Eddington accretion rate limit onto an NS is
 = ´ -M 2.8 10 g sEdd

17 1. Assuming the binary merges within
tens of Myr after the formation of the NS, the NS needs to
accrete the 1 M at 10 times the Eddington accretion rate limit.
Such accretion rates are inferred around an NS detected as an
ultraluminous X-ray source (Kaaret et al. 2017).
Figure 3 shows the accretion rate required to accrete 1 M of

the bound material onto a newly born NS as a function of the
ejecta mass. We assume the companion BH has a mass of
23 M . We assume different orbital separation for the binary at
the onset of the SN explosion. At larger separations, a smaller
ejecta mass remains bound to the binary. However, the merger
time increases ( )µt a4 leaving more time for the NS to accrete
1 M of material. This, in turn, leads to requiring lower
accretion rates. Each line in Figure 3 assumes a specific orbital
separation with a maximum value set to 19 R such that the
merger timescale does not exceed the Hubble time. For each
orbital separation, the accretion rate in terms of the Eddington
limit is indicated in the legend. The left panel shows the results
for an explosion energy of = -E 10 erg sSN

50 1, and the right
panel assumes = -E 10 erg sSN

51 1.
Figure 3 shows that the required accretion rate exceeds the

Eddington limit for orbital separations smaller than about
R5.6 (black line). The shaded region in the left panel of

Figure 3 is the parameter space in which an accretion rate less
than the Eddington limit is enough to transform the NS into a
mass gap object by accreting 1 M of the bound material. The
right panel shows the result for = -E 10 erg sSN

51 1, where a
super-Eddington accretion rate is required to form a mass gap

Figure 1. Left panel: the fraction of the ejecta mass that remains bound to the binary when the secondary’s SN explosion takes place with a mass Mej of ejecta
material. The bound mass depends on the mass of the BH companion and its distance from the secondary when the SN explosion takes place. We set the companion
BH mass to be M23 and show the dependence of the bound mass on the orbital separation. We assume a maximum orbital separation for the binary to be about

R4 , requiring the binary to merge within tens of Myr consistent with population synthesis results of Zevin et al. (2020). The bound mass would also depend on the
density profile of the ejecta. The solid lines refer to a profile with no change in density slope, and the dashed lines refer to a profile that transitions from a shallow
density profile with a slope of m=2 to a steep profile with a slope of n=3. We assume the explosion energy to be -10 erg s50 1 (Ertl et al. 2020). For example, a solar
mass of bound material requires the total ejecta material to be » M1.5 if the separation between the pre-SN He star and the M23 is about =a R (blue line). Right
panel: the same as the left panel, but for the case where = -E 10 erg sSN

51 1.
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object. We note that for all panels, we have assumed a velocity
profile with m=n=2.

3. Two Caveats

We note that the bound mass calculated in the previous
section is subject to two caveats: (i) the orbital velocity of the
pre-SN compact object, which in the case of small separations
is nonnegligible, should be taken into account; and (ii) the
above method assumes the ejecta material is directed radially
outward from the companion BH; however, a larger fraction of
the ejecta material that travels toward the BH remains bound to
the system, and similarly a lower fraction of the ejecta that
travels along the orbital velocity vector will remain bound to
the system.

To account for these effects, we compute the boost due to the
orbital velocity to the ejecta material at each solid angle based
on the magnitude of the vectorial sum of vej and vorb at each
solid angle. At each solid angle, we compute the ejecta velocity
at which the magnitude of the sum of the two vectors exceeds
the escape velocity of the system. Then we perform the integral
over all solid angles:

( ) ( )ò= < WM M v v d 7bound esc

in order to get the total amount of bound material due to the
effect of orbital velocity. We find »M M0.8bound bound

w o , where

Mbound
w o stands for the total bound material without taking into

account the impact of the orbital velocity vector. Therefore, a
correction of 20% needs to be applied to the reported bound
mass fractions.

Another factor is that an NS receives a natal kick at birth,
which can potentially unbind the system. In that case, the
newly born NS leaves, and there is no merger with the 23 M
BH. If the binary survives the NS natal kick, the orbit becomes
eccentric. Even in the absence of such kicks, the ejected mass

will make the orbit eccentric. However, since the orbital speed
of the pre-SN compact object is of order 103 km s−1, and natal
kicks are of order 102 km s−1, we expect the resulting
eccentricity to play a minor role in the subsequent evolution
of the system. Moreover, Suwa et al. (2015) showed that the
natal kicks of NSs born from stripped stars are smaller than
those NSs born from single star progenitors.
Hydrodynamical simulations of such a process, although in a

rather different context, have been performed before (e.g.,
Rimoldi et al. 2016; Schrøder et al. 2018). The order of
magnitude estimates that we present here should be refined
through hydrodynamical simulations in the future.
The bound material forms a disk around the binary from

where it gets accreted to either the NS or the BH. However,
most of this mass is expected to be accreted onto the NS as the
massive BH stays near the binary’s center of mass, while the
NS sweeps through the accretion disk. Such a system resembles
a compact binary inside an accretion disk around a super-
massive BH at the center of a galaxy (e.g., Tagawa et al. 2019).
Simulation of circumbinary accretion disk around BBHs have
been performed in the literature, and the effect of the binary’s
mass ratio has been explored (e.g., D’Orazio et al. 2016;
Duffell et al. 2019). In particular, Duffell et al. (2019) find the
following fitting formula for the accretion rate onto the
components of the binary:

( )


=
+

m

m q

1

0.1 0.9
, 82

1

where m1 and m2 are the primary and the secondary component
masses, and =q m m2 1 is the mass ratio of the system. Given
the parameters of our system ( =m M231 , =m M1.42 )
more than 90% of the gas is going to be accreted onto the NS.
The circumbinary accretion disk simulations assume that the
disk mass is negligible in the dynamics of the system. The
Toomre Q parameter (Toomre 1964) quantifies the stability of

Figure 2. Left panel: the fraction of the ejecta mass that remains bound to the binary when the secondary’s SN explosion takes place as a function of the companion
BH mass. We assume during the SN explosion of the secondary’s progenitor, M2 of material is ejected, and = -E 10 erg sSN

50 1. The bound fraction depends on
many parameters; however, it is possible for half of the ejecta to remain bound to the binary if the companion is a 20 M BH with a separation »a R . The result
depends on the assumed density profile of the ejecta, but this dependence becomes less important at smaller orbital separations. Right panel: the same as the left panel,
but for = -E 10 erg sSN

51 1.
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accretion disk against gravitational fragmentation:

( )
p

=
W
S

=Q
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G

M

M

H

r
, 9s

d

BH

where Cs, Ω, and Σ are the sound speed, orbital frequency, and
surface density of the disk. H/r is the disk height to radius
ratio, which for a thin accretion disk is below 0.1 (see Kratter &
Lodato 2016 for a review), and Md is the disk mass. Given the
parameters of our system, disk masses below about M2.5 are
going to be stable against fragmentation by self-gravity.
Radiation pressure further supports disk against fragmentation.
In particular, we expect the NS to heat up the disk, permitting
larger disk masses. Numerical simulations would be needed to
refine our predictions.

4. Conclusions

It is challenging to understand the formation pathway of
GW190814. Previous models fail to account for either the high
merger rate inferred from this system, the presence of a mass
gap object, or the binary’s highly asymmetric masses. We have
shown that the capture of the SN ejecta material in the presence
of a massive BH companion holds the key to understanding the
formation of this system. Whereas without a companion the
ejecta material leaves the system, the presence of a massive BH
deepens the gravitational potential well of the system so that a
nonnegligible fraction of the ejecta material remains bound to
the binary. This material later on gets accreted to the NS
formed from the explosion of the secondary’s progenitor He
star, increasing its mass into the mass gap range.

This process depends on the explosion energy of the pre-SN
He stars, the ejecta mass, the orbital separation between the BH
and the pre-SN He star, the mass of the companion BH, and the
SN ejecta density and velocity profile. However, we have

shown that if the BH companion is massive, there exists a
parameter space in which the bound fraction becomes
comparable to the amount of mass needed for an NS to
become a mass gap object.
If our model holds, we predict mass gap events detected by

the LVC will be similar to GW190814, in that a mass gap
object is accompanied with a much more massive BH. This
would be in contrast with models in which mass gap objects
form from SNe fallback (Ertl et al. 2020). For example,
Sukhbold et al. (2018) show that massive ( » M2 ) NSs can
form stars with zero-age main-sequence masses between 12
and 15 M . Therefore, a small amount of fallback material
would permit the formation of mass gap objects. Unlike our
circumbinary accretion model, a fallback would not require a
massive binary companion for the formation of a mass gap
object, a key difference that could be tested with future LVC
data. Moreover, if the secondary is a highly spinning NS (Most
et al. 2020), its spin angular momentum could be supplied
through the circumbinary accretion disk in our model. We also
predict that the mass of the mass gap object would be
correlated with its BH companion mass, an expectation that
could be tested with the upcoming release of the third
observing run of LVC.
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Haiman, Mike Zevin, and Enrico Ramirez-Ruiz for comments
on the earlier version of this manuscript. This work is
supported by the National Science Foundation under grant
No. AST-1440254, and by Harvard’s black hole Initiative,
which is funded by JTF and GBMF.
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Figure 3. Left panel: the bound mass as a function of the ejecta mass. Each line indicates an initial orbital separation between the pre-SN progenitor of the NS and the
23 M BH. The accretion rate required to accrete 1 M of bound material onto a newly born NS for each separation is indicated in the legend in units of Eddington
accretion rate for a 1.4 M NS (  = ´ -M 2.8 10 g sEdd

17 1). We assume an explosion energy of = -E 10 erg sSN
50 1. The larger the initial separation, the longer the

merger time, and therefore a lower accretion rate is required for the NS to be able to accrete 1 M of the bound material to transition into a mass gap object. The
shaded region shows the parameter space where accretion rates lower than the Eddington limit would be sufficient. Right panel: the same as the left panel, but for the
case of = -E 10 erg sSN

51 1. In this case, a mass gap object forms only through a super-Eddington accretion rate.
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